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Welcome to the NDHS monthly bulletin which will keep you
posted on what’s happening during the month.

VALE Babette Smith, OAM (1942-2021)

We were all shocked to hear of Babette’s passing
on the 22nd November 2021. Members may recall
her giving a talk at the Inn in 2013.
After graduating from Sydney University she entered
the corporate world working first as a production
assistant, then a producer in theatre and television
before becoming National Marketing Manager for
the Hoyts Corporation. Other appointments included
Chief Executive of New South Wales Bar Association,
Director of Language Services for the NSW Ethnic
Affairs Commission and Chief Executive of the
mediation organisation LEADR.
Babette was also a popular historian, willing
to challenge what she saw as the orthodoxy of
Australian history and righting misconceptions about
convict women. Babette states that ‘Australians
were slow to investigate their early colonial history.
Fear of what we might discover about the ‘convict
stain’ meant that for decades we avoided looking
closely at the penal colonies that formed the early
communities…. A striking topic that confronted
researchers was the dire reputation of the women.’

Babette’s greatest legacy was in the breaking of
new ground and introducing new advances to
Australian history. Babette was also involved in the
heritage listed Parramatta Female Factory together
with Gay Hendriksen, Judith Dunn and Jack Munday,
union and environmental activist.
Of the 163,000 convicts transported to Australia
between 1788 and 1868, approximately 25,000 were
women.’
Her books of great historical significance include
– ‘A Cargo of Women: Susannah Watson and the
Convicts of the Princess Royal’ (2008); ‘Australia’s
Birthstain’ (2009); ‘The Luck of the Irish’ (2014) - she
was the winner of the 2015 NSW Premier’s History
Prize for Community and Regional History for this
publication. Her final book was ‘Defiant Voices –
How Australia’s female convicts challenged authority
1788-1853’ (2021).
Babette was awarded the Medal of the Order
of Australia in 2005 for service to the community,
particularly as an historian and author.
Paul Wheeldon

NDHS JANUARY MEETING 22ND JANUARY 2022 AT 1PM

Grim Sydney: Serial Duelists of Early Sydney
by
Alexander and John Staats
Whilst ‘duels’ were the preserve of gentlemen, some gentlemen of early Sydney found themselves caught up
in more than their fair share of dueling conflicts. For some, like the quarrelsome 'basilisk-eyed’ John Macathur,
or the bad-tempered Scot William Balmain, flaws in their conflict-prone personalities were a significant factor
in their becoming ‘serial’ duelists; for others like the future premier of NSW, Alexander Donaldson or ambitious
newspaper editor, Robert Wardell, duels were the domain where the high stakes of reputation and credibility having been aired initially in public as political differences - found ‘resolution’, in private, with pistols at dawn.

Sydney’s First Duel - John White v William Balmain - 1788
Remarkably, the first duel in the colony occurred between two medical men - John White (the colony’s Chief
Surgeon) and William Balmain (the assistant ‘Third Surgeon’) - a mere 7 months after the arrival of the First Fleet.
The cause of the dispute is likely to have been the enormous strain both men were under. In their care were an
abundance of sick and malnourished patients, yet their work was frustrated by a lack of supplies and woeful
working conditions (being forced to operate in tents whilst more permanent structures were assembled).
Other personal factors exacerbated the situation. Balmain may have
considered himself a better practitioner of the medical arts than White, the
former having studied medicine at Edinburgh University, and the latter (and his
‘superior’) having attained his position through examination at the Navy’s Board
of Surgeons. We certainly know that Balmain - after White retired to England was publicly highly critical of his predecessor's competence as a medical
practitioner; thus the difference in education (and Balmain’s opinion of himself
as a better surgeon than White) may have caused Balmain to chafe at his
subordinate position.
Against this stressful backdrop, the strained relationship between White and
Balmain broke down; words were exchanged and a time and place were
set for ‘satisfaction to be had’. On the 12th of August 1788 - with the parties
John White, Chief Surgeon
conveniently setting aside the hippocratic oath - both men fired at, and
wounded, each other. In spite of this, the chief surgeon and his assistant considered that matter of honour
‘unresolved’ and sought further satisfaction. Governor Phillip was forced to intervene in order to prevent the
colony from being deprived of their essential services. Phillip implored both men to set aside their differences,
pointing out to them that it is better to draw blood from their patients in healing than from each other with
musket balls. The men continued to nurse bitter feelings for each other, but they consented to set aside further
dueling for the sake of the colony.
Balmain seems to have had a habit of picking fights. In 1796, Balmain in
another of his roles – this time as a civil magistrate - challenged the might of the
NSW Corps after NSW Corps soldiery destroyed the flour mill belonging to, and
threatened the life of, one John Baugham. Balmain, an ‘active and spirited’
magistrate, encouraged Baugham to give evidence against the NSW Corps
- an action that brought Captain John Macarthur into the dispute. Balmain
called out John Macarthur and named him “a base rascal and an atrocious
liar and villain”. Such an insult was ready fuel for a duel - but Balmain was
convinced to withdraw the challenge and accept “conditions of mutual
forgiveness”. Honour being restored, bloodshed was avoided.

Macarthur v Paterson - 1801
If Balmain’s fiery temper made him duel-prone, his status as a ‘serial-duelist’
(cranky) William Balmain
fades into insignificance when compared to the ‘king’ of personal disputes,
public disturbance, social ruction and political rebellion - John Macarthur. For Macarthur there was 'no
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medium between friendship and enmity' - you were either with him or against him; Macarthur prided himself on
being an implacable enemy, boasting he had 'never yet failed in ruining a man who had become obnoxious
to him'.
One particularly notable case is Macarthur’s duel with his superior officer Lieutenant Colonel William Paterson.
The matter that led to this duel arose over a legal dispute between Macarthur and another NSW Corps officer,
Lieutenant James Marshal. Whilst Paterson initially supported Macarthur’s case, he disagreed with Macarthur’s
attempt to escalate the conflict by encouraging the officers of the NSW Corps to break off social contact with
Governor King. Macarthur, seeking to win this argument, and create a rift between Paterson and the governor,
made public some private correspondence between Mrs Paterson and Mrs Macarthur concerning Paterson’s
candid and unflattering (personal) comments about Governor King.
In publishing this personal correspondence, Macarthur effectively called
his commanding officer a hypocrite and a bigot. Paterson, with his honour
slighted, challenged Macarthur to a duel. Ever the one to escalate the
stakes, Captain Macarthur accepted, and provocatively nominated as his
‘second’ the entire officer body of the NSW Corps - a (mutinous) action,
tantamount to a motion of ‘no confidence’ in the commanding officer!
The duel took place on 14th September 1801, and was fought with pistols.
Macarthur had the curious honour of loading his own pistols due to the
complex nature of his weapon’s firing mechanism. Macarthur shot first,
wounded Paterson in the shoulder, and ‘won’ the duel, with Patterson being
unable to return fire.
Macarthur may have won satisfaction, but the consequences of this
irregular
duel resulted in his arrest by Governor King. Macarthur was sent to
‘Basilisk-eyed’ John Macarthur
England to be court martialled for harming a superior officer. In England,
rather than face trial, Macarthur resigned his commission and (thanks to powerful patrons) returned in triumph
to the colony with an extensive land grant at Cowpastures with which he used to establish the Australian wool
industry. Macarthur, as a private citizen, continued on his course of reckless conflict with anyone who got in
the way of his pursuit of his personal interest including - famously - his stoush with Governor Bligh in the 1808
‘Rum Rebellion. Given his propensity for interpersonal conflict, what is remarkable is how few duels he actually
fought.

Wardell, Newspaper editor v Bannister, 1826 and Henry Dumaresq, 1827
Another arrogant and ambitious man was lawyer and newspaper man Robert Wardell. The former owner
and editor of the London newspaper the Statesman (with a reputation for publishing ‘seditious libels’), Wardell
teamed up with William Charles Wentworth and established Australia’s first independent newspaper, the
Australian, upon his arrival in the colony in 1824.
Wardell’s ambition was not limited to his newspaper. He sought appointment as NSW Attorney General
and, when passed over in favour of Saxe Bannister, turned his newspaper into a weapon against Bannister
in particular, and the administration (especially Governor Darling), in general.
Wardell used his paper to launch withering public and personal attacks on both
Darling and Bannister. Darling (twice and, unsuccessfully) sued Wardell for libel
after being called ‘an ignorant and obstinate man’. Bannister also responded
to the attacks on him by Wardell with a libel lawsuit of his own. The courtroom
became the scene for the lawyers to spar but, when Bannister called Wardell,
‘the scum of London’, the fiery Wardell responded to the insult with a challenge
to a duel. The men met, and after the first shot missed, they were convinced
to settle their differences with an apology. The duel was the ‘parting shot’ for
Bannister; he had resigned from his position as Attorney General before Wardell’s
challenge, and left the colony within a week of the duel being fought.
This was not Wardell’s final duel. He asserted that Colonel Dumaresq (the
governor’s son-in-law) was not a man of honour because he had provided Robert Wardell proved his pen was
an article belonging to the Australian to the government owned newspaper not mightier than the sword (pistol)
the Sydney Gazette. Dumaresq was incensed at this slight to his honour and demanded that Wardell either
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make an official apology in writing, or face a duel. Wardell, a stubborn soul, refused to apologise and met with
the Colonel on a lonely field in Homebush early one morning in March of 1827.
The first shots were exchanged and neither struck their mark. Dumeresq insisted that, unless a written apology
was forthcoming, a second shot would be fired; stubborn Wardell refused the offer and a second salvo ensued
from the parties (and missed); it was only after both men had escaped harm from the third shot that Wardell,
persuaded by his second William Charles Wentworth, made a verbal apology. This was graciously accepted by
Dumaresq; both the men saluted each other, and returned to Sydney and breakfast. Despite the apology, the
rencontre with Dumaresq was, in itself, sufficient to put Wardell beyond the pale of Government House.

Explorer Thomas Mitchell v (future) premier of NSW, 1851
One last story of dueling involves a figure from Australian history who (although a veteran of the Napoleonic
Wars) is better known as an explorer than a ‘fighter’. Arriving in NSW in 1827, Mitchell replaced John Oxley
as NSW Surveyor-General in 1828. Over the next twenty years he made his name as an intrepid explorer of
Australia's interior.
The duel he fought is recognised as one of the ‘last’ to be fought in NSW. It came about as a result of an
insult given to him in his role as Surveyor-General by one Alexander Donaldson, a wealthy settler who would
go on to become the first premier of NSW in 1856. The grievance between the two men arose over a land
dispute; Mitchell, as Surveyor-General, had gazetted land for Tenterfield Station from a grant of crown land
that had been given to Donaldson. Donaldson, who was running for re-election to the NSW Legislative Council,
responded by attacking Mitchell’s character and record of expenditure as a public officer. Mitchell demanded
a public and written apology; when Donaldson’s published reply did not satisfy Mitchell, Mitchell challenged
Donaldson to a duel.
At 4:30 am on the 27th of September 1851, the duelists met at Lachlan's Swamp, then Sydney’s water supply,
now Centennial Park. Three rounds of shots were exchanged before the seconds negotiated a resolution.
Fortunately, both duelists were ordinary shots; Donaldson’s hat was the only ‘casualty’, being dramatically
blown from his head by Mitchell’s final shot. Mitchell too was lucky; a bullet from Donaldson’s pistol had passed
within an inch of his throat.
This ‘private’ meeting to satisfy honour quickly became headline news with the Sydney Morning Herald
providing the public with lurid details. On account of the fact that both men escaped the ordeal unscathed,
Governor FitzRoy overlooked the illegality of the incident and did not charge either man, being satisfied that
honour had been satisfied and insult resolved.
Mitchell’s matching set of pistols, used in the duel, are part of the collection of the National Museum of
Australia.

Thomas Mitchell, Soldier, Explorer and
Duelist

Thomas Mitchell’s matching French dueling pistols
used in 1851
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HISTORY FOR COOL KIDS
Australia's first ever press photograph
pushed boundaries few journalists would
transgress today. It's first press photograph
was nothing if not bold.
Taken by John William Lindt on June 29,
1880, the picture depicts the deceased
bushranger and Kelly Gang member Joe
Byrne strung up outside the Benalla Police
Station.
Captured by J.W, Lindt in 1880, the photo
shows the dead body of a member of Ned
Kelly's infamous gang, strung up on a door outside the jail house in Benalla in regional Victoria.
Thought to be the first press photograph in Australia, this shows Joe Byrne, a member of the Kelly Gang,
strung up for documentation days after his death, which followed the siege at Glenrowan.
Byrne is displayed for an unknown photographer and the painter Julian Ashton who is standing to the left
with possibly a sketchbook under his arm.
Lindt’s photograph captures not only the spectacle of Byrne’s body but the contingent of documentarians
who arrived from Melbourne to record and widely disseminate the event for public edification.
The image was taken by German immigrant to Australia J. W. Lindt who had a studio in Collins Street,
Melbourne and was well known for his landscapes that adorned ‘red rattler’ railway carriages right up until the
1960s.
The spectacle, however, was very repulsive, and the police, therefore, soon had the body removed from the
public gaze.
References:
J W Lindt (1845-1926)
Body of Joe Byrne, member of the Kelly Gang, hung up for photography, Benalla 1880 Courtesy State Library Victoria,
wPictures Collection https://www.nine.com.au/entertainment/viral/best-of Australian-vintage/3d916d01-042a-477d
98b01262c1ace809 https://onthisdateinphotography.com/2017/12/03/december-3-ghosts/ The Illustrated Adelaide News

The New Year...
How it was ushered in in Penrith in 1922
Now Year's Eve passed off very quietly in Penrith.
People of all ages and both sexes took advantage of the lull in the elements to come out of their homes, and
many of them could be seen wending their way to the picture shows.
Both halls were crowded to their utmost; in fact, had to turn some away.
Good programmes were shown by both companies, judging by the applause which greeted the various
films exhibited.
Some of the "lads" had a gay time afterwards, removing gates, fences and sign boards, bridges, etc. Ald.
Heavey seemed to come under their -"notice" rather prominently.
The "wags" removed several panels of fencing from his property adjoining Lethbridge Street, arid placed
them in the water course which runs through the property.
It was rather amusing to see Sergeant Williamson and Mr. Heavey "fishing" for fencing on Sunday morning,
some of the neighbours thinking that someone had been drowned when they saw the great "angling" going
on.
After having dealt with Ald. Heavey the celebrators next turned their attention to St. Stephen's Church gates.
These they lifted off their hinges, and. placed them across the church doors, and finished up by "hoisting the
flag" (a bunch of greenery) to the top of the flagpole.
Several other "acts of violence" were perpetrated by these lads, but no one was injured, and there will not be
any police court proceedings-at least, it is hoped not.
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The members of the Methodist choir, who were prevented from carol singing on Xmas Eve, owing to the
breakdown of their lorry, did the rounds of High .Street and Lemongrove on New Year's Eve.
Watchnight services were held in the Anglican and Methodist churches, and were well attended.
Addresses appropriate to the occasion were given by Rev. L. G. Hatfield Hall and Rev. S.C Roberts
respectively.
Special references were made in the various churches on Sunday (New
Year's Day) to the advent of the new year, and the preachers emphasised the general need for all to '' turn
over a new leaf."
"Let the joys of life far outweigh everything else, and, as Jesus Christ- brought a new light into this world, let us
open up a new career in our lives and put selfishness aside and go forward during 1922 God-centred, helping
others as well as ourselves," was the message delivered.
https://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/104674520?searchTerm=new%20years%20day Newspapers & Gazettes
Nepean Times (Penrith, NSW : 1882 - 1962) Sat 7 Jan 1922 Page 3

OUT OF THE PAST
The last story from the Book we were gifted "A Chapter of Accidents"

EARLY RAILWAY PIONEERS. - WILLIAM WEBSTER
William Webster, first fireman on the New South- Wales Railways, was born at Wouldham near Rochester
in Kent (England) on 29th September, 1833, son of David Webster, farmer, and his wife, Mary Eleanor (nee
Kelligrew).
At the age of fifteen he went to London where he remained till 1852 when
he sailed for Victoria in the hope of making his fortune on the gold fields.
At the end of 1854, with his fortune consisting of one pound weight of
gold, he made his way to Sydney where in February, 1855, he began
working as a labourer on the Sydney to Goulburn Railway line then being
constructed.
A few months later he became a fireman and was employed on the
ballast trains working on the track from Sydney to Parramatta.
On the completion of this line he acted as fireman to William Sixsmith
(q.v.) who drove the train conveying Governor Sir William Denison and
his suite from Sydney to Parramatta for the opening ceremony on 26th
September, 1855.
When the New South Wales Government assumed control of the railway
system of the colony in 1856 he was appointed a driver and was chiefly
employed on the Southern Line as this was completed, section by section
as far as Goulburn.
He drove, too. for a number of years over the Western Line from Sydney to Bathurst.
By the time he retired in March, 1902, he had served the Railway Department of N.S.W. for 47 years and had
reached the rank of Locomotive Inspector.
After a residence of 55 years in the country of his adoption, (nearly 2 years in Victoria and 54 in N.S.W.) he
died at Wentworth Falls at the age of 73 on 1st. April, 1907, and was buried in the Presbyterian Cemetery at
Rookwood near Sydney.
Reference:
https://www.warrenfahey.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2014/11/B.Fireman-Webster.jpg
H. Z. Palmer A Chapter of Accidents

Quote

Riddle

And now we welcome the New Year. Full of
things that have never been.
			
Rainer Maria Rilke		
		

What has ears but doesn’t listen?
Answer to last month’s riddle.
Footsteps
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On a lighter note - You Know it’s hot in Australia when...
1) The best parking spot is determined by shade not
distance
2) Hot water comes out of both taps
3) You learn that a seat belt buckle makes a pretty
good branding iron
4) The temperature drops below 32c and you feel
chilly
5) You discover that in January and February it only
takes two fingers to steer a car
6) You discover you can get sunburnt through your
windscreen
7) You develop a fear of metal door handles
8) You break a sweat the instant you step outside at
7am
9) Your biggest bicycle accident fear is “What if i
get knocked out and end up lying on the road and
getting cooked”
10) You realise asphalt has a liquid state
11) Farmers are feeding their chickens crushed ice to
prevent them from laying hard boiled eggs
12) The trees are whistling for dogs
13) While walking back barefoot to your car from any
event, you do a tightrope act on the white lines in the
carpark
14) You catch a cold from having the aircon on full

blast all night long
15) You learn that Westfield Shopping Centres aren’t
just Shopping Centres, they are temples to worship AirConditioning
16) Sticking your head in the freezer and taking deep
breaths is considered normal
17) A cup full of ice is considered a great snack
18) A black out is life threatening because your aircon
and your fans no longer work.
19) No one cares if you walk around with no shoes on
20) You keep anything in the fridge, including
potatoes, bread and clothing
21) People have enough left over beer cans to make
a boat and compete in a regatta
22) The effort of towelling yourself off after a shower
means you need another shower right away.
23) You will wait patiently until the day it starts raining
to go on a run.
24) You worry your ceiling fan is spinning so fast it will fly
off and Kill You
25) You Laugh because this list is so accurate
26) Share with your mates so they can laugh too ...

Meanwhile In Australia!
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Meetings
The NDHS meets on the 4th Saturday of each month
with a guest speaker at 1pm on the premises, Cnr. of
Great Western Highway & Gardenia St, Emu Plains.

Please note that the inn alarm is
now on.
If you can’t make your duty day,
please change with somebody
who can.
Please remember to sign in the
diary in the meeting room, and
write any information in the diary.
pertinent to your time on duty.
Birthday Wishes to the following
members
Rosemary, Margaret Denny,
Lorna, Ross.
Raffle Prizes
The society always needs raffle
prizes, so if you can help in
providing some, please take them
to the inn.

Museum Opening Hours
Monday, Wednesday & Thursday 9am to 2pm
Sunday by Appointment.

Disclaimer: Views and opinions expressed in articles in this Bulletin are those of the contributor
and not the views of the Nepean District Historical Society.
Contributions for the next Bulletin to - trishmontgomery1970@gmail.com

